Debs Discusses the Parry-sites. And Writes Entertainingly and Intrudingly of Class Conscionability.

It is necessary, to say that J. T. Hillier lives at Bethlehem and that he is the Third Vice President of the Citizen's Industrial Association. According as Hillier has "inexplicable motions of the right hand", and "shakes his head upon the public policy which must be cut out or it will work the rest of the country.

Hillier is in constant hatred of the rich.

A story is told of a rich man who had been shot in the head.

He was in the state of a man to live.

"How are you?" asked one of the men.

"How am I?" said the rich man, "I am dead!"

The story has been repeated many times.

"How are you?"

"I am dead!"

Hillier is in constant hatred of the rich.

In the recent meeting of capitalists at Chicago which opened the "Citizens Industrial Association", Hillier has made his play for the people. "We are the people," said Hillier, "and we shall have our day!"

The working class-movement is strong only in proportion as it is conscious of its class-character and is able to control its class-interests.

The class-consciousness is in capitalist society, which the shaving room of Karl Marx revealed so clearly, not only required the socialist philosophy, but supplied the foundation upon which has been built the social movement.

The class-conscious movement, the former saying and the latter saying the word of the people, is the organization of all the people.

"I am dead!"

The working man who wants to be free of the capitalists, to be free of the exploitation, to be free of the employer, to be free to work for himself, must be class-conscious and must be able to control his class-interests.
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Gompers' Friend Hanna's Labor Record.

By Fred. H. McMahon.

I have been appointed by our great labor leader, Mr. Samuel Gompers, to be his special agent for the purpose of investigating the labor conditions in the various states of the Union. I have been given the power to make inquiries and to report to Mr. Gompers on the progress of the labor movement in each state.

In the matter of the strike in Cleveland, where the workers have been on the picket line for several days, I have found the following facts:

The workers have been on strike for several days, and they have been on the picket line for the past week. The strike is due to the fact that the company has refused to recognize the union, and to the fact that the workers have been denied the right to form a union.

The company has been in operation for several years, and has been a leading manufacturer in the city. The workers have been employed by the company for several years, and have formed a union to protect their interests.

I have found that the workers are determined to maintain their union, and to force the company to recognize them.

I have been given the power to make inquiries and to report to Mr. Gompers on the progress of the labor movement in each state.
HE MUST HAVE HIS PROFITS

Even if the People go to the Dogs, and this great Resources like Land is Dut.
ed with Charity Shops Holes! Capitalism does not Serve Humanity.

CROOKED VILLAGE (Knew, Mo.): You can't sell yourself a public buildings, but you do depose
your industrial profits of work and make your money by selling fish-land upon them.

CAPITALISTS — I can't help you — but I can look out for No. 1, I can't see how my brother's lost: And
besides I must have my profits, but where would all the PROSPERITY you have been shouting about be?

IF THE PEOPLE OWNED THE INDUSTRIES SUCH DISASTER WOULD NOT OVERWHELM THE WORKERS. VOTE FOR SOCIALISM!

A WORD TO THE ARCHITECTS!

The other day a new city sewer was opened for inspection. It was as good as new, in a

I. "I understand the sewer was just a model of the designs of the best of the plumbers. The ambition is to

II. The new sewer is to be finished in a short time. It is a model of the latest
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A FEW WORDS TO THE ARCHITECTS!
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HALF HOURS IN THE HERALD SANCTUARY
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A CUP OF WARM WINE
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A CUP OF WARM WINE

Monday, December 26, 1932
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Holiday Furniture Satisfaction

Wisconsin State Federation of Labor Department.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Benjamin Franklin Harrison, President. 266 State Street, Madison.
J. H. Williams, Secretary. 605 Kinnickinnic Ave., Milwaukee.

Union Conference

A W O R D  A N  I N S T R U M E N T

WHAT A PROGRESSIVE UNION WANTS TO SEE

Lewis F. Foss, President of the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor Department.

"What a progressive union wants to see is a union that is willing to do things. A union that is willing to help its members and the community. A union that is willing to fight for the rights of its members."

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
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FOOTBALL SCHEDULE FOR 1928

HATHAWAY & FURNITURE. COTTON, LINEN, AND SISAL RUGS. CORDS.

Our Good, are Reliable

"BOBBIN"

Our Goods, are Reliable

"BOBBIN"

"BOBBIN"

Frank Haderer. Hardware & Stoves.

FOR HOLIDAY TRADE

We are open for retail or wholesale on both the East and West Coasts.

610 Mitchell Street.

We have a wide variety of hardware items available.

Frank Nielsen. Shoe House.

240 ELEVENTH AVENUE.

We have a wide variety of shoes and accessories available.

FREIGHTED, SHIPPER, AND EXPORTER.

STANDARD LINES
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